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Welcome to our latest WHAM Newsletter. I hope your waterproof kit is living
up to its name so you can enjoy some summer riding. At least it doesn’t get
dark early!

WHAM has had a busy month with members travelling abroad and to Scotland. Some have
completed rider skills track days. Some have new bikes!! Some have passed IAM tests. A lot of
you attended the annual Slow Riding Day in sunshine and some attended the IAM Bike
Celebration Day.

So you know what that means – we want some articles for the newsletter please! So send in a
review to Stuart with some photos please; whamnewsletter@gmail.com.
I look forward to seeing you out on a ride soon.

Track Day Reflections
Last week a few of us attended an IAM skills day at Mallory Park race circuit. Unlike the track
experience that Mick Peakman attended this concentrated on road based skills using our own
bikes. Whilst the two events have differing objectives both are valuable and I thought I would just
offer my reflections on the day.

I had been excited about this track-based day for a long while, since booking it several months
earlier. I continued to be excited when I met Ali L, Stuart P and Matt D at the RV. We rode to
Mallory in glorious sunshine. On the way there I started considering what the day would entail.
How fast in the corners; will I scrape a boot; will I have a tyre left?
A good start – we can’t find the bike park; but are helped by a friendly Marshall who takes us on
to the track and in through the pits. The long straight ahead focused the mind.
We were split into groups by ability and were fortunate to be advised to go for top end of the
middle groups (thanks DM!). Derek was to be our instructor for the day.

The initial speed braking exercise was the same as we practise at WHAM’s own slow-riding day.
It served to focus on the task and warm you and the bike up. It also highlighted the range of
ability and confidence, which the groupings ably catered for.
The sessions were well planned with all 3 middle groups briefed together and then on track to
focus on the skills discussed. A short break and then session 2 starts. It was all pretty seamless.
The morning sessions increased in speed and learning points. Following a sighting lap we take
turns to go up front with Derek on your tail. Whilst riding behind this it was fun following hard on
the heels of Matt. However I could feel myself starting to focus on that rather than the skills. Need
to re-focus despite the fun. It’s not a race!
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Do you know anyone that would benefit from advanced training.
If so …here’s a chance to try it out for Free.
Please use this form to register your interest in a no obligation
free taster session and one of our Observers will contact you to
arrange your free ride out.

Next learning point – why did I eat a large lunch? Should have taken something lighter than
shepherd’s pie and chips, nice though it was.
With rain clouds looming we start the afternoon sessions. The briefings remind you to aim to work
around 75% of your ability to ride in your ‘learning zone’. I decided to really focus on this and
what a difference it made! Little bit slower but far smoother giving you ample time to experiment
with gears, braking points and moving your upper body more.
SMOOOOOTH! was the order of the day and I felt it was coming together, aided by specific
learning points from Derek. This helped immensely when the rain came – heavily. With standing
water I felt comfortable riding at speed and braking hard. The technique of brake hard, find
appropriate gear and then let bike settle before taking the corner started to flow, despite a spin
accelerating out of a corner to remind you of the conditions.
Well – what did I learn?

·   You can brake very hard, using the correct technique, and feel comfortable with the rear
wheel becoming light

·   Momentarily giving the bike time to settle before the corner increases finesse

·   Wet conditions are not a problem if you are smooth – you can have a lot more confidence
in your tyres (I thought I already did until then)

Mmmm – what could I do better?

·   I totally overthought the hairpin several times; rather than focusing on looking and turning I
fussed over which gear

·   Focus on the 75% learning zone early to steepen your learning curve.

And the best bit?
On the last run of the day overtaking the other groups and having an empty track in front of you.
I would definitely do it again. The sessions were slick, focused and the instructors relaxed but
professional in approach. I learnt a lot. Thanks IAM.

Paul Whitcombe.

http://www.wham-motorcycling.org/2016-free-taster-sessions/
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A Track Day Experience
                                                                 by Mick Peakman

OK, so I'm never going to be British Champion nor am I going to challenge Guy Martin, but I've
always wanted to ride a motorbike around Donington Racetrack every since I first went there a
very long time ago to watch a young man by the name of Ron Haslam take on all comers and give
them a good spanking.

So it was full circle that, for my recent birthday, I was given, as a gift by my better half, a Ron
Haslam Premier Track Day experience.

The format is pretty simple; turn up with nothing more than enthusiasm and they provide the rest!

We arrived at the reception area nice and early and were told that I was in Group 9 which would
be called for registration at about 3pm. Sitting nervously waiting for the call, which finally came, I
handed in my paperwork and was directed to the kit area where I picked up boots, race leathers,
gloves and crash helmet.

Soon we were off for the initial briefing, held in a thoughtfully air conditioned room - it was a warm
day and we were all wearing full
leathers. Given an overview we
trooped out, via the toilets, for a
nervous pre-ride pee, and into
the pit area where we were
introduced to our instructor.
Mine was Barry and I was paired
with a guy of similar age and
experience. Barry proceeded to
get to know us by asking about
our bikes, what we wanted to get
out of the day and whether or
not we had done this kind of
thing before - we were both first
timers, wanted a fun day with
some fast, but not stupid riding
and hopefully to go away having
learned something.

Barry told us we would be riding an initial 15 minute session where he would see how we were
doing, our technique and give us each the opportunity of riding behind him so he could get a
better look. He told us not to worry about other 'traffic' as that was his job & he would give us
signs to move to the left or rejoin the race line as appropriate.
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Soon enough our bikes arrived from the previous session.The good thing about that, as we were
told, is that the tyres are permanently warm so once on the track there are no warm-up
requirements and we can go pretty much full on from the start.

I located my bike; a Honda 600 Fireblade
which immediately felt way too small - I ride a
BMW 1200! Squeezing onto the bike I tried to
get comfortable which I kind of did, but it still
felt tiny. Joining my race buddy and Barry at
the start line, we waited for the pit marshall to
give us the 'go' and we moved out onto the
track. Once on the bike I quickly forgot how
small it was as we set off for the first bend. I
was also surprised how easy it was to control
the bike. I had visions of pulling an
(unintentional) wheelie straight out of the pit
lane but no. Into the bend in second and we
raced off down through the curves and up the
hill to the right hander. This was amazing!

There is no speedo on the bike and gear changes seem to be a case of 'if and when', for me
anyway! I found quickly that I could take most of the bends in second, changing up to third for the
straight sections, with the engine revving at well over 11,000rpm, even for me it was screaming.
Soon enough we came to the hairpin and everyone slowed to take it. I managed to change into
first, which annoyed the bike somewhat and it slowed much quicker than I had wanted it to, that
coupled with some poorly timed braking had the back wheel bouncing a little. Quickly changing
back up to second, it calmed down, I took the bend on a very bad line and emerged to see Barry
heading off into the distance for the final bend before the main straight past the pit lane. Feeling
confident already I raced after him, the pits passing in a blur and the engine screaming again I
followed his line around the bend and the start of the next lap.

So it continued for the full 15 minutes, which seemed to pass in an instant, but with each lap, the
confidence grew and I was soon throwing the bike into the bends. Periodically I was bought back
to earth as Barry waved us to the left for bikes to rocket past us like we were standing still.

Eventually the chequered flag was waved and we made our way back into the pits and into our
first briefing.

Barry was reasonably happy with us and we spent the time discussing leaning off the bike for the
bends, sitting on a static bike to demonstrate how it was to be done. Being a BMW rider it is
seldom either of my bum cheeks (intentionally) leaves the comfort of the seat but here I was being
asked to do exactly that. OK, I'll give it a try.
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Back out we went and off again. This time I tried the leaning position and managed, after a
fashion, to get over a bit more, occasionally glancing down to the tarmac speeding by, it seemed
very close! The bends went well, better than last time and I managed to avoid the 'first gear'
drama of the previous session so felt much happier and got the impression we were lapping
quicker than the first time. Rather disappointingly, it started raining which had been threatened for
a while. We had been told that, unless it got stupid, that it would be okay to continue at normal
speed - I guess we beginners weren't exactly pushing the limits!

Strangely I felt quite confident in the rain and figured that if anything were to go a bit 'Pete Tong' it
would be on the relatively slow tight bends and so only pride would be damaged. As it turned out,
no dramas, although we did hear later that one student had taken a fall, but was fine.

Back in again and this time into the 'advanced brief' which, rather than discussing our technique
as I had hoped, seemed to concentrate on questions being asked about how to get the knee
down and so, for me, was a bit of a waste of time, I had wanted to know how I had done on the
previous session. As we came out, I decided to ask my instructor who was, already on his bike
and waiting at the front of the grid, so gave me no chance!

Third 15 minute session on, faster I thought than the previous two and better than the previous
two. Of course, as is always the way with these things, you start to get the hang of it and it is
over....

Parking the bikes we were congratulated by our instructors, then made our way inside to get
changed and attend the final debrief which was a typically information gathering exercise dressed
up as a competition. Some words about our day, how we had enjoyed it and then the certificates
were handed out along with goodie bags with 'money off' vouchers and other things that may
come in useful someday. We were also told we qualified for a 10% discount off a subsequent
'Premier' day and were informed about the Elite course, but told, since it is fully booked until
September,that no discounts are given on that course.

A final treat for me was to get a photo
with Ron Haslam himself who is a
really nice guy, chatting happily with
us for a few minutes and even
confirming a myth for me; he was
British Champion before he passed
his motorbike test! He even took the
time to elaborate on the story, telling
me how he got a summons for sitting
on a motorbike listening to the
engine!

I left the track smiling, happy with the day, wanting to do it again. For a first time it is a great
introduction to track racing. Would I change anything? Well, I was a little disappointed that my
attempts at leaning weren't discussed, but then again, I could have asked! Would I go again -
definitely, would I recommend it? Already have.
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Keen to learn!

Round there! - You do realise that this is a Pan!

A GS Adventure in it’s natural habitat

Miss Slow - Ali Lewis
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A Pillion’s Perspective
By Jeannie Reynolds

The WHAM holiday starts many weeks in advance. I’m a fine weather rider so have to go on a
re-training programme to get bike-fit.

 Exercise 1:- Breakfast at the Honey Cafe, afternoon tea at The
Bird on the Rock, a run out on Sunday just to check that I can sit
still for more than an hour.

 Exercise 2:- Mounting and dismounting with all the luggage in
place. Eric gives out a little cheer when I manage it quickly and
without fault. He emits a sigh when my foot wedges between the
seat and the panniers. Try again!

Talking of panniers, I survey the wardrobe to
see which items will fit into such a tiny space.
Floaty, un-crushable, quick drying tops, black
go- with-anything-cardigan, walking shoes
etc. Plus warm socks and long sleeved T
shirts for on the bike. I pack it all in a plastic
bag and suck out all the air. It may not be
lighter but it fits the space. The largest
pannier is reserved for ‘Bike stuff’. My sister-
in-law would be in bits. She took 17 pairs of
shoes on their last cruise.

Shall I wear my ‘summer’ jacket? Bought after a steaming hot holiday it has been worn a dozen
times. No, stick with the winter coat, you can always take the lining out. It is June after all.
I ask about the journey and get too much detail. What time do we have to leave is the only real
information I need. Thought so! It’s silly o’clock in the middle of the night. Ant and Gill are waiting
in the lay-by . We make the port in good time, M25 is empty. It would be. Everyone is still in bed.
Bruges is lovely. We do none of the tourist stuff, just wander around, happy that there is live
music almost everywhere. Gill and I window shop handbags and then notice the jaw dropping
price tags of 5000E. We arrive at Grandru. The hotel is just as lovely, the welcome just as warm.
The food is Masterchef Plus.

Whilst the bikers download routes, worry about way marks and follow the endless purple line of
Garmin my journeys are blissfully free of them and navigated by a different set of landmarks. The
wind farm, the purple house with the trampoline, the stone donkey, the valley with the river that
last time was dancing over the rocks and this time is swollen and flooded into the fields. No sign
of the sun but the golden yellow houses brighten the day although many of them are now on
trend and painted in fashionable shades of grey.
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I amuse myself with games. I count stuff, bikes, horses, anything really. I bird watch, buzzards,
kites, eagles, a stork. I sing. I have favourite medleys but this year the choice is different. Wet
Wet Wet and Crowded House feature frequently, as do all watery melodies. A rousing chorus of
We do like to be beside the seaside keeps me cheerful. I name the days. Bumbling around
Bruges. Lost in Luxemburg. Bouncing through Belgium. Drenched in Deutchland and Garminned
just about everywhere.

Gill and I escape the after dinner banter by walking. We talk to the goats, cows, cats and ponies.
Stray dogs join us and have to be sent home when we return to the hotel. We talk about family
and relationships, try to identify the wild flowers, we still lust after handbags. After a couple of
days some of the men join us. Now the dogs bark from the safety of the porch and the
conversation changes to bikes, routes and Sat Nav problems. On the last night we send them in
the opposite direction and pay our last visit to the pregnant ponies who have become less timid
over the week and readily accept the sugar cubes and mint sweets which we bring.

Over the week we experience every sort of rain but
there is no such thing as bad weather, only the
wrong clothing. We had plenty of that. Remarkably
the journey home is dry. We stop at Clacketts Lane
Services to wave good bye to Ant and Gill. As we
join the M25 I can see it is full. We will have to filter,
my least favourite activity. I squeeze my shoulders
in, flip up my visor. I wave to the drivers who move
aside for us or leave space so we can fit in. I shake
my head at the drivers who are oblivious until we
ride alongside them. After 50 miles of filtering we move onto the M4. Why would anyone want to
live around here?  We arrive at my cousin’s house. She hands Eric beer as we walk through the
door. I have several cups of English tea, she runs me a bath and a huge glass of red. I love
family.

The next morning it is wet again but we make for home. I’ve
enjoyed the holiday even though my friends shake their heads in
bewilderment. Ten days on a bike, with Eric’s mates and awful
weather...well, put like that!

What next? The doctor says the trench foot is healing nicely, a
spa day is booked and new biker clothing is definitely necessary.
Plans for next year are already afoot. Portugal. Surely it won’t
rain there. I might even take my summer jacket. Such fun.
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Congratulations to Andy
Chambers on becoming a
Local Observer.

And to Richard Mundy
on achieving an IAM
pass.

Observer - Paul Gill
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Lessons from Luxembourg
By Adrian Wheeler (the virgin tourer)

During one of the many Luxembourg ‘beer
orientated evenings’ the suggestion was made
that as the newbie to touring, I share my
experiences with you, the club members –
that’s the good and......not so good, so here
goes!

This was my first trip on a motorbike to Europe
and Lesson 1 soon became apparent, it’s a
very long way to Folkestone and even longer to
Luxembourg.  This may sound obvious but when I bought my BMW GSA 1200 LC ‘go anywhere,
do anything bike’ the marketing blurb also said something like ‘ it eats up continents in its stride’
cool I thought :-) this trip should be breeze!

Sadly, I shouldn’t have believed the marketing blurb, yes the bike may be able eat up the miles
but its hard work on the rider’s arms, shoulders, neck, legs and most of all the posterior, made
worse by relentless rain. Although a 1-2 hour Sunday morning ride may be ok on most bikes I
was struggling to ‘enjoy the experience’ after 2 hours sat in the same position on the motorway in
the pouring rain.  Yes, I’m probably a biking wimp, and yes, I am definitely going to buy a gel-pad
thingy or one of those fluffy sheep skin cushions for the next trip.  Yet again yes, despite what you
are about to read, I haven’t given up on touring yet.

Lesson 2 soon became apparent. Although the GSA has a massive range due it petrol tanker like
capacity, you still end up filling up with your riding buddies, so on this occasion I would
summarise by saying a bigger tank simply allowed me to carry more surplus fuel and weight...

So let’s move on from the ‘getting there and back issues’ and instead focus on the ‘JOYS’ of
riding the ‘shellgrip-like roads in dry conditions allowing maximum grip and confidence’ - well that
was how Gary Barns sold it to me. Lesson 3 - don’t believe Gary !

It can actually rain (a lot) in Luxembourg...
and France... and Germany... every single
******* day and it did!  Luckily I had my
Rukkas and new tyres so was prepared, or
so I thought...  The Rukkas were fine but
after some very early feedback from the
tyres it was clear that grip in the wet,
particularly on the steep bendy roads was
... let’s just say questionable! This was
further compounded by some very poor
roads in Belgium and bless them –
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their apparent love of those tar-banding strips, not occasionally, oh no continual! in the line of
travel and not just on the straights, bends as well!  Ever tried ice skating? It’s very similar!

In summary, I can say with some confidence I rode very sensibly and have honed my wet ride
riding skills (shell grip and dry roads my ‘bottom’). In all seriousness this meant back-to-basics,
steady as she goes was the theme for the week, entering bends smoothly, gently driving through
and avoiding any harshness.  As a newbie I also spent many evenings reading up on wet riding
techniques and discussing this with the group; being such a great supportive bunch my concerns
about traction in the wet quickly earned me the nick-name of ‘Greasy Wheeler’ but as the week
progressed and most of us experienced a slide of some sorts my concerns were eventually
accepted - though for some inexplicable reason - I still retain the name of Greasy Wheeler!  The
main wet riding lesson, or lesson 4, was to focus on relaxation and smoothness, aided by sitting
more forward and using core strength and legs to remain firmly anchored to the bike thus allowing
that critical relaxed upper body.

On the odd occasion when the roads dried up we were able to make progress (exceed 30mph)
and enjoy some great roads and fabulous scenery. The mini-Stelvio pass with its steep ascent,
and narrow hairpin bends was also great fun.

The end of each day was rewarded by a fabulous
three course meal and I mean fabulous, not only the
quality but also the quantity – absolutely terrific value!
Of course, this was preceded and followed by a few
cleansing ales and the usual chit-chat ranging from the
weather forecast for the week (Rain and more rain) to
the UK’s most unlikely exit from the EU!!

So there they are, my summary thoughts on my first
tour and 4 lessons learnt!  Would I tour again?
Absolutely, a great experience, great fun with terrific
company.  Would I share a room again?  Only with Gerry as apparently my horrific snoring doesn’t
bother him (he’s either deaf or far too polite to object!).  Can GS 1200s’ keep up on long uphill
motorways sections? The new ones are fine but the older girls like Gary’s 30K-miler struggled a bit
– as Gary ‘Chugger’ Barns knows all too well (or was he just sand-bagging a newbie?).

Over and out ‘till next time... Normandy in September    

Adrian (Greasy) Wheeler
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Lynne on her new bike Will concentrating hard!David just has to follow the
arrows!

I don’t know who is more worried about
the demo ride … Tony required to show his
skills or the audience for not having a
barrier to stand behind.
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What are the rules about
skid resistance?

Left Hand Bends

Here are four simple guidelines that advanced riders use
when negotiating left hand bends;

1. Plan your ride on what you can see, what you can’t see and what you can reasonably expect to
happen.

2. Position yourself to maximise view.

3. Always be able to stop safely on your side of the road, in the distance you can see to be clear.

4. Always sacrifice position for safety.

However, is positioning for view now too dominant in our minds. Do we give sufficient emphasis to
“anticipating what can reasonably happen” with a resultant “sacrificing of position”? We have to
think that “delivery van man” (in a hurry and cutting right handers) will always be around the next
bend so we’ve got to make allowances for him. We don’t want to be sitting out near the centre of
the road if he suddenly appears so we need to moderate our position and move in a foot or two -
and if necessary reduce speed a little.
Here are a couple of scenarios; is it good to be out towards the white lines as we go round this
bend? Where would you be?
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Remember, if you ever find yourself having to adjust
position abruptly when an oncoming vehicle appears then,
you were most probably too near the centre of the road in
the first place.

Here is the perfect place to maximise position for view.
Being out near the centre line means we see any oncoming
vehicle nice and early which allows a smooth change of
position to maintain a good safety bubble.

Where is the safest place to be when going round a sharp left hand bend? Over to the left – but
travelling slowly?; advanced riders make progress, so we use our position to increase view –
which allows increased progress.
Where to be and what speed to be travelling for each left hand bend varies – but  provided you
never have to alter your position abruptly when an oncoming vehicle appears, then you’ve got  it
about right!
Many thanks to John Hodges who put this editorial together.


